BLOOMFIELD

®

COFFEE & TEA
P R O D U C T

L I N E

Bloomfield is Brewing Excellence
®

At Bloomfield, our innovation goes beyond brewing the perfect decanter of coffee. We build equipment that gives you consistently delicious results and makes brewing simpler, so you're able to serve your customers better. All our brewers are
designed for heavy-duty use, with features including bigger hearing elements, larger flow control openings, stainless steel
water tanks that are seamless and weld-free and thermostats that are twice as long as others for unbeatable temperature accuracy. Because our engineering is advanced, our equipment is easy to operate. Our “ready to brew” lights tell you when the
water temperature is ideal for brewing. Lighted on/off switches let you monitor brewing cycles. Built-in hot water dispensers
let you serve hot tea or cocoa without affecting coffee brewing. It’s all part of our commitment to engineering for brewing
excellence. For innovation and craftsmanship in commercial beverage equipment, Bloomfield is your perfect choice!
Water Pan
Seamless and weld-free, this all
stainless steel water pan won't
deteriorate; it's manufactured to
last the lifetime of the brewer.

Surgical Silicone
Elbows & Tubing
In addition to providing water tight
seals where necessary, this special material inhibits the development of lime
deposits. No Lime means no clogging
and no service calls associated with
poor water flow due to clogged parts.

Ready to Brew Light
Bloomfield's "guide to
good brewing" is a standard feature on
our brewers. (Why make something so
Solid State Timer
important an option?) When the light
Our special 2-minute timer is
function-tested and set at the fac- is green, the water is the perfect temtory for accuracy and dependabili- perature for the optimum brew.
ty you can count on.
Water Spreader Disc
This patented 12-hole water
spreader allows water to gently
pass through. By eliminating the
harsh spray others use, we achieve
optimum water-to-grounds contact. The disc's large holes discourage clogging even in hard
water conditions.

Tank Lid Assembly
To avoid cutting holes to mount
parts, Bloomfield mounts all components on the tank lid and "top
loads" the entire heating system
for ease of serviceability.

Heating Element
Longer than our competitors' elements of similar wattage, this
heating element's length and
unique shape provide more rodto-water contact for greater efficiency and durability ... especially
in hard water conditions.

Flow Control
Up to five times larger than our
competition's, this .75 gpm (gallons per minute) flow washer
eliminates flow control problems
and resists clogging ... especially
important in areas where water
contains more sediments and lime
scale.
Recognized as one of the most
accurate thermostats available, its
special temperature probe is a full
11 inches long-over twice as long
as some competitors'. For
enhanced accuracy, the probe's
length and placement on the tank
lid allow it to sense the entire
length of the tank. The unit costs
a little more, but because temperature is so critical to the taste of
hot beverages, we know you'll
agree it's worth it.
Hot Water Tank
Stainless steel is "deep drawn” to
produce our weld-free, one piece
tank. These tanks just don't fail.

Warmer Cover Plates
Smooth enamel plates are hole free, which
minimize internal exposure to spillage. Our
design eliminates exterior mounting screws
so your decanters won't skid across jagged
surfaces and scratch or crack.

Coil Fed Hot Water
Faucet System
Eliminating faucet-related short potting of your finished brew, this
Bloomfield-pioneered water coil system allows operators to vend hot water
simultaneously with the brew cycle.

Decanter Brewer
Options

Automatic Decanter Brewers
The electro-mechanical family of products from Bloomfield may be the old tradition in brewing, but their superior engineering and proven technology is timeless.

Two Warmer Brewers

Every machine includes the kind of value-added features that ensure consistently rich and flavorful coffee, every time. Our Ready-To-Brew light glows when the water has reached the
correct brewing temperature, no more guess work. With the solid state electronic timer and
efficient flow control, our system resists clogging and always delivers the proper amount of
water.
The independent hot water faucet eliminates short-potting of the finished brew, even if hot
water is drawn from the faucet during the cycle.
Made to withstand the kind of use and abuse that years of commercial work can bring, these
units even make maintenance and service a breeze. Any brewer in this product family can be
serviced with one common set of parts. Parts are easily accessed and simple to replace. This
means less inventory for parts and extremely low service costs. It's that kind of focus on
detail that has made this line-up one of the industry's most respected.

Three Warmer Brewers

The Bloomfield electro-mechanical line is the tried and true design of yesterday that still economically meets the requirements of today's coffee programs.

Two Warmer
Electronic Brewers

Three Warmer
Electronic Brewers

Model 8572D3F

Three Warmer Low
Profile Brewers

Proven brewing technology with a
history of quality that lasts a lifetime.

Airpot Brewers
Automatic airpot brewers have an independent front-mounted hot water system for drawing of hot water unaffected by
brew cycle, as well as a ready to brew light to ensure proper brewing temperature. Airpots and dispenser sold separately.

Model 8773AF
(Single Brewer)

Model 1082AF
(EBC Electronic Brewer)

Model 8792AF
(Dual Brewer)

Merchandising Stands
Stands allow you to elevate airpot servers to accommodate any size cup and display
regular/decaf and flavored coffees. Stands can hold up to six airpots. Airpots are
sold separately.

Merchandising Stands
For added convenience, coffee can be brewed directly into the transportable
thermal server through the special Brew Thru Lid. The easy to read front
mounted sight gauge provides close monitoring of coffee levels.
Shown with optional 3012-SRVRK2F
Rack front and 7759-APM

EBC™
Perfect temperature control
for perfect coffee brewing
electronic brew control
makes serving high quality
coffee easier by electronically
maintaining the perfect brewing temperature at all times.
EBC™ brewers precision
control of brewing cycles
and temperatures avoids the
inconsistencies of other
brewers,while giving you
added features that save
energy and extend the life of
your equipment.

EBC Brewers
™

The EBC™ systems have added advanced sophisticated high-level state of the art technology to our standard electromechanical brewers. Many of the same body configurations and
parts of our standard electromechanical units were used, making service quick and easy. The
warmer plates will turn off automatically and the brewer cycles less frequently. Later when
the brew switch is pressed, the perfect brewing temperature will always be reached before
brewing can begin again. Each warmer plate has its own indicator and independent countdown timer. At the end of the timed cycle, two beeps will sound and the light flashes indicating the end of the holding time.
To save energy extend component life and reduce service, the EBC™ system can be set to
automatically go into After Hours™ mode. Two key features of the EBC™ family are
Precise Temperature Brewing™ (PTB™) and Automatic Brew Start™ (ABS™). The system
heats the water to the perfect temperature before starting, then accurately keeps it there during the brew for perfect coffee results. The EBC™ system uses a touch keypad with switches and lights, plus an audible signal. The lights and signal guide the user through the different brewer operations.

EBC™ Airpot Brewers

EBC™ Decanter Style

Model 1072D3F

EBC™ Thermal Style

Tea Brewers
Bloomfield offers a variety of high capacity automatic tea brewers with three and five gallon options.
Brewers are designed for ease of operation and service with technician-free installation and start-up.
Bloomfield believes that building the world’s finest tea brewers means using the best designs and the
best parts. Each model features our exclusive Ready-To-Brew light and our patented water delivery system. Two foolproof ways to perfect tea, each and every time. The Bloomfield tea brewing series,
honestly the best!

Dispensers
Bloomfield offers stainless steel tea dispensers with three and five gallon options, handles and sight

Hot Water Machines

Model 8740-3G with
optional 8802-5G

Bloomfield hot water dispensers offer a solution for high demand hot water dispensing. Designed for
ease of operation and service with technician-free installation and start-up. It’s a foolproof way to
always have hot water available for a wide variety of products.

Tea Dispenser Features

Hot Water Dispenser Features

• 3-5 gallons
• Sight glass easily breaks down for cleaning and
provides easy monitoring of refill needs.
(models 8699-3G-SG & 8602-5G-SG)
• No-drip faucet keeps your serving station clean
and enables convenient dispensing into cup or
beverage server.
• Stainless Steel handles are positioned for added
comfort and easy transport to serving stations.
• Durable stainless steel is easy to clean.

• Rear panel tank heat switch de-energizes
water tank heating element for initial water fill.
• Power light indicates electrical power to dispenser.
• Ready-To-Dispense light indicates the proper
water temperature to help eliminate the guesswork in operation.
• Premium quality thermostat is factory preset
at 199 F and is easily adjustable through a
removable side button plug.
• Space saving design, only 7" wide.

Model 1222-2G

Decanter Color
Options

Decanters & Airpots
Bloomfield is the leading supplier of glass decanters in the nation. All our decanters are
made in the USA. Its teardrop shape is a better fit for a warmer plate and is easier to clean.
Our patented handle is permanently bonded, attaching onto the glass using a large contact
surface. Our sculpted thumb rest delivers better control while pouring. You can even choose
from sixteen handle colors and fifteen ink choices for a distinct company look.
Bloomfield airpots have attractive, contemporary designs that fit into any setting. All airpots
feature stainless steel or vacuum glass liners made with advanced thermal technology for
optimum heat retention and the freshest beverages possible.

Glass Decanters

Model REG8900BL24
(Regular)

Model DCF8913O3
(Decaf)

Unbreakable Decanters

Model REG8895BL3
(Regular)

Model DCF10115O1
(Decaf)

Model COT8891
(Coffee on Tap, 1 gallon)

Airpots

Model 7760-ALM
(2.2 liter, lever action
also available in
black metal)

Model 7 9-APM
(2.2 liter, pump)

8748-5G
Five gallon automatic
tea brewer

Coffee Warmers
In your office, restaurant or anywhere coffee is in demand, our coffee warmers keep coffee
handy and at optimal temperatures. Our full line of warmers have a variety of switches
including easy to use tip and toggle switches.

Model 8852D

8602-5G-SG
Three-five gallon stainless
steel dispensers

Model 7880-APS
(3 liter, pump)

Model 8851S

Model 8708DSU
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